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In the universe where Potty lives, water is scarce.
But Potty has a refillable water bottle called Dopper.
One day, they went to the nearest public toilet to
refill Dopper once again.

Stories
POTTY’S STORY…

Exactly at that moment, a public outrage broke out outside. Hundreds of people claimed their right to access
clean water and collectively decided to crack the city’s Great Reservoir. Potty, standing in their convenient
public bathroom, noticed that Dopper became overfull with water when he held it underneath the jet of
water. They then saw that the space around them began to overflow and overflow with water! They could not
believe their eyes.

Their ears suddenly hurt at that very moment, because they perceived a most distressing sensation that was all too familiar for them. Their ears began to tremble
and their whole body felt disorganised, as if it was falling apart in the soaked and moist public bathroom. The walls contained the source of Potty’s distress: the
Horrible Hand Dryers tried to get rid of all the water by evaporating and digesting it. Dopper began to tremble too, and Potty saw that all water inside had
!
disappeared.
The HHD’s completely dried the public bathroom, that was automatically locked by now. Potty felt desperate and envisioned only one option to escape:
!
jumping in the toilet. So they did.
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Falling into a deep white porcelain tunnel, with their Doper
firmly gripped in their hands, Potty wondered where they
would end up. They quickly discovered this as they fell onto a
secret underground government base. It was a complete mess
there, because the protests and the broken Great Reservoir left
a great chaos, filled with government workers who were
desperately trying to activate all HHD’s to clean up the city of its
water and restore order and peace. The workers failed to notice
Potty, who could sneak into a corridor to find an elaborate
laboratory.
Potty encountered a familiar face: the city mayor
!
happened to be hidden in this laboratory in order to flee the
angry mob and oversee the workers. Potty saw a chance to ask
them: “Mayor, why are you bringing this horrible noise and
!
bodily sensation of the Horrible Hand Dryers to your citizens?”
automatically locked by now. Potty felt desperate and envisioned
only one option to escape: jumping in the toilet. So they did.

To their surprise, the mayor answered “Because it is for their own good”, they said. Potty didn’t
understand. “That should be clear. We are collecting the water that is available in the city space in
order to have full control on its use. The water is stored in our Great Reservoir, that distributes
the water in small proportions to our citizens, as recorded and monitored by the government. The
HHD’s make sure we are able to collect all spoiled and spilled water. Now that the Great Reservoir
is broken, the HHD’s have to work extra hard, you see. Don’t worry, these are there to provide our
city with water, and without them, we would lose control on water distribution.”

Potty felt really uncomfortable with the mayor’s statements. They knew that people were
tormented by HHD’s each and every day. The great agitation that this has caused in individuals
often results in chaos throughout the city, as people are urging for a cessation of the
government’s water preservation system. Therefore, Potty exclaimed: “You cannot do this to
your citizens! They suffer great sensory overload and mental health problems, all because
some authority wants to keep control! This is ludicrous! Please, give people back their
personal autonomy and bodily integrity, and care about their wellbeing!”
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Then, Dopper spontaneously started to shake of its own accord. It jumped out of Potty’s
hand and hopped on the floor to a cloning machine that was located in the lab. Both Potty
and the mayor were stunned.

Potty’s words left the mayor untouched. “That is
idealistic baloney”, they said. “As long as there is no
solution, we are trying our darn best to keep track on
our dear water.”

“I think they would like to be cloned”, Potty commented. “What? Does that thing has a mind on its own? Inconceivable!” the mayor shouted.
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“That does not matter. Please ask the workers to put on the
cloning machine here!” ordered Potty.

The mayor reluctantly agreed, and thus, the cloning machine was
turned on and Dopper started to multiply and multiply. As Potty’s
universe has no concepts surrounding sex and gender, artificial
scientific reproduction is the norm. Potty quickly understood what
Dopper was up to: having functioned as their own small personal
reservoir for them, Dopper wanted to distribute hundreds of
Doppers to each individual citizen, so that citizens would be free
to regulate their own water use and reuse. That would make the
evil HHD’s obsolete! Potty explained Dopper’s intentions to the
mayor, who decided to inform the angry mob about Potty’s actions
and Dopper’s idea. Eventually, the crowd agreed that a referendum
could help to let the people of Potty’s universe decide about the
best option to distribute water. And of course the citizens chose to
get rid of the HHD’s in their democratic referendum! Many were
happy to receive one of the Dopper clones. The HHD’s were
removed from all public bathrooms. Even though Potty’s city did
not suddenly turn into an unrealistic shiny utopia, it became a
much more accessible, inclusive, and democratic space. And Potty
themselves never had to experience the HHD distress again!

